Offering unsurpassed geographical coverage in a striking and glamorous package, Oxford's Comprehensive Atlas of the World is the new leader in top-of-range world atlases. Clearly outdistancing the established market leader, the new Comprehensive Atlas of the World offers more full-page maps, better coverage of North America, better coverage of Australia and New Zealand, and better coverage of world cities--all for the same price as the competition. The Comprehensive boasts the same top-notch global coverage, quality cartography, and outstanding geographical data that Oxford has published for the past 15 years, but now offers this information in a fabulous luxury package. Its reinforced leather binding, ribbon markers, and gilded page edges exemplify the value of this premiere reference work. The core of the Comprehensive Atlas is the extensive world mapping section of 290 pages which includes large-scale maps of each US state; Canada; Mexico; Britain and Ireland; Europe; Australia and New Zealand. This atlas also includes the world's newest country, Kosovo, which declared its independence from the Republic of Serbia in February 2008. These spectacular maps are accompanied by a set of six ocean floor maps and a 56 page section on World Geography which features colorful spreads on astronomy, biodiversity and the natural world, climate change and global warming, together with economic topics such as globalization. Also included are stunning full-page photos of our planet that show, in vivid color, evidence of the effects of climate change. Offering the best global coverage available, the Comprehensive Atlas of the World provides an extraordinary collection of maps, fascinating geographical information, and a deluxe package--all at a remarkable value.

My Personal Review:
I think this Atlas is one of the best in the world and comparable with Times Atlas of the World.

Total 584 pages,
8~19 World Statistics,
20~37 Images of Earth
38~93 World Geography,
94~133 World Cities,
134~141 Oceans
142~432 World Maps,
Scale
Most of Europe 1:1,925,000,
Most of USA and Parts of Canada 1:1,925,000
A Part of Japan 1:1,925,000, Korea 1:3,000,000
Most of Africa and South America 1:6,150,000
Some regions of Australia 1:1,925,000
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